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Abstract

The Arctic region is known to be very sensitive to climate change. Clouds and in partic-
ular mixed phase clouds (MPC) remain one of the greatest sources of uncertainties in
the modeling of the Arctic response to climate change due to an inaccurate represen-
tation of their variability and their quantification. In this study, we present a characteri-5

zation of the vertical, spatial and seasonal variability of Arctic clouds and MPC over the
whole Arctic region based on satellite active remote sensing observations. MPC prop-
erties in the region of Svalbard archipelago (78◦ N, 15◦ E) are also investigated. The
occurrence frequency of clouds and MPC are determined from CALIPSO/CLOUDSAT
measurements processed with the DARDAR retrieval algorithm which allows for a re-10

liable cloud thermodynamic phase classification (warm liquid, supercooled liquid, ice,
mixing of ice and supercooled liquid). Significant differences are observed between
MPC variability over the whole Arctic region and over the Svalbard region. Results
show that MPC are ubiquitous all along the year, with a minimum occurrence of 30 %
in winter and 50 % during the rest of the year, in average over the whole Arctic. Over the15

Svalbard region, MPC occurrence is more constant with time with larger values (55 %)
compared to the average observed in the Arctic. MPC are especially located at low
altitudes, below 3000 m, where their frequency of occurrence reaches 90 %, in particu-
lar during winter, spring and autumn. Moreover, results highlight that MPC statistically
prevail over sea. The temporal and spatial distribution of MPC over the Svalbard re-20

gion seems to be linked to the contribution of moister air and warmer water from the
North Atlantic Ocean which contribute to the initiation of the liquid water phase. Over
the whole Arctic, and particularly in western regions, the increase of MPC occurrence
from spring to autumn could be connected to the sea ice melting. During this period,
the open water transports a part of the warm water from the Svalbard region to the25

rest of the Arctic region. This facilitates the vertical transfer of moisture and thus the
persistence of the liquid phase. A particular attention is also paid on the measurements
uncertainties and how they could affect our results.
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1 Introduction

It is now well established that the Arctic region is more sensitive to climate change
than any other regions of the world (Sanderson et al., 2011; Serreze et al., 2009;
Solomon et al., 2007). Solar elevation or surface albedo for instance are responsible
for strong feedback mechanisms leading to the so-called Arctic amplification. Clouds5

are one of the main components driving the Arctic climate system as they play a key
role in the radiation budget (Curry, 1995; Curry et al., 1996; Garrett et al., 2009). They
cool or warm the surface and the atmosphere depending on their macrophysical and
microphysical properties which control their interactions with shortwave and longwave
radiation. In particular, the low sun elevation in summer and the lack of solar radiation10

during the winter polar night cause a dominance of the longwave radiative effect in the
Arctic, tending to a global net warming effect.

However, our sparse knowledge of cloud-radiation interactions and cloud properties
at high latitudes remains one of the main source of uncertainties in predicting future
climate by numerical simulations (Solomon et al., 2007; Stephens, 2005). In particular,15

the determination of cloud thermodynamic phase is crucial for assessing the cloud
radiative impact and hence, its influence on the radiation budget and climate feedbacks
(Choi et al., 2014; Komurcu et al., 2014).

The Arctic is precisely known for the frequent occurrence of mixed phase clouds
(hereafter MPC) especially near the surface, wherein liquid droplets and ice crystals20

coexist (Curry et al., 2000; Korolev and Isaac, 2003; Shupe, 2011). Moreover, because
these clouds often occur near the ground, their radiative interaction with the bright
surface is strong. Nevertheless, even though MPC have been studied for years from
numerous observations, as well as numerical modeling (Verlinde et al., 2007; de Boer
et al., 2009; Gayet et al., 2009; Jourdan et al., 2010; McFarquhar et al., 2011, among25

others), results still suffer from large uncertainties and important discrepancies are
observed between observations and simulations (Chernokulsky and Mokhov, 2012;
Klein et al., 2009; Morrison et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2004).
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Previous studies based on observations or modeling, highlighted that the various
steps of MPC life cycle such as formation, development, persistence or dissipation,
are due to the combination of local and large-scale processes. For example, at small
scale, the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen mechanism is one of the main microphysi-
cal processes responsible for ice crystals growth at the expense of supercooled water5

droplets (Bergeron, 1935; Findeisen, 1938; Wegener, 1911). Such a mechanism tends
to rapidly cause the entire glaciation of MPC. Nevertheless, additional dynamical pro-
cesses, such as turbulence or entrainment, (Morrison et al., 2012) resupply of water
vapor from the surface and from entrainment of moisture from above the clouds facili-
tate the persistence of supercooled water droplets. The coupling of such various pro-10

cesses is thus necessary to maintain the unstable equilibrium between liquid droplets
and ice crystals within MPC. Thereby, the combination of these various processes at
different scales can explain the longevity of MPC up to several days or weeks as it has
been frequently observed (Shupe, 2011; Verlinde et al., 2007; Morrison et al., 2012).
Peculiar meteorological conditions, as well as local and long-range dynamic processes15

are also involved during aerosols, heat and moisture transport which have a significant
impact on Arctic MPC formation and properties (Cesana et al., 2012; Morrison et al.,
2012; Shupe and Intrieri, 2004). However, the macrophysical and microphysical char-
acterization of MPC on the whole Arctic region, as well as their spatial and temporal
variability, is not yet accurately described. Therefore it is difficult to fully understand the20

complexity of interactions between all these processes and assert which of them play
a key role in MPC evolution (Harrington et al., 1999; Morrison et al., 2012).

The characterization of the Arctic cloud mixed phase state at global and local scales
is particularly challenging due to remote and extreme conditions encountered in this
region of the world. For these reasons observations remain very sparse. Ice crystals25

and liquid droplets exhibit significantly different microphysical and optical properties
(number, size, shape), leading to different interactions with radiation. The impact of
the mixed phase on the energy budget and climate is thus strongly dependent on the
ice/liquid partitioning. Moreover, the discrimination of ice crystals and liquid droplets
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remains challenging due to instrument limitations in both remote sensing and in-situ
measurements (Baumgardner et al., 2012).

Multi and single-layer clouds are the two main MPC types frequently observed in
the Arctic. Multilayer MPC consist of several supercooled liquid layers embedded in
ice clouds at different altitude levels. Ice crystals precipitate from upper layers feed-5

ing underneath layers or evaporating during sedimentation, leading to very complex
interactions between ice crystals and droplets (Hobbs and Rangno, 1998; Luo et al.,
2008).

On the other hand, the typical single-layer MPC structure is characterized by the
presence of a unique supercooled liquid layer at cloud top and ice crystals below, pre-10

cipitating down to the surface (Curry et al., 1997; Shupe et al., 2005; Verlinde et al.,
2007; Gayet et al., 2009). This peculiar vertical structure has been frequently observed
at small scale in previous airborne experiments such as the Arctic Study of Tropo-
spheric cloud, Aerosol and Radiation (ASTAR, Gayet et al., 2009; Jourdan et al., 2010)
in 2004 and 2007, the Polar Study using Aircraft, Remote Sensing Surface Measure-15

ments and Models of Climate, Chemistry, Aerosols and Transport (POLARCAT, De-
lanoë et al., 2013) in 2008, the Indirect and Semi-Direct Aerosol Campaign (ISDAC,
McFarquhar et al., 2011) in 2008 or the Solar Radiation and Phase Discrimination of
Arctic Clouds (SORPIC, Bierwirth et al., 2013) in 2010 (Ehrlich et al., 2009; Gayet et al.,
2009; Jackson et al., 2012; McFarquhar et al., 2007). However, this structure is not yet20

completely understood, and its impact on the radiation budget must be determined
with a better accuracy (Klein et al., 2009; Morrison et al., 2009). Moreover, an assess-
ment of the representativity of in situ measurements, which are by essence localized
in time and space, is needed. So, a description of Arctic MPC at regional scale is first
necessary.25

Although clouds measurements still remain challenging in this region, important pro-
gresses have been made for several years. In particular, several ground-based obser-
vation sites are now well equipped for cloud observations, such as Barrow (71◦ N),
Eureka (80◦ N), Summit (72◦ N) or Ny-Alesund (78◦ N) observatories. However, the
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instruments of each ground observatory may differ significantly from one site to an-
other. Indeed, climatologies based on different instruments can be biased by the sen-
sitivity of the instruments and their capability to operate in extreme conditions. For in-
stance it is very difficult to compare results derived from a lidar and from a cloud radar
as they will not be sensitive to the same hydrometeors. During the last decade the5

emergence of spaceborne observation platforms provide a large amount of cloud re-
lated data (AVHRR, ISCCP, MODIS, A-Train). Unlike ground-based sites, they present
the great advantage to involve a uniform measurement technique with a very large cov-
erage (almost the entire Arctic region). In particular the new generation of spaceborne
instrumentation onboard CALIPSO (Winker et al., 2003) and CloudSat (Stephens et al.,10

2002) satellites (active remote sensing formed by of 532 and 1064 nm lidar and 94 GHz
radar) provide since 2006 an unprecedented dataset of the vertical structure of clouds,
continuously in time and space.

The aim of this study is to characterize the vertical, spatial and seasonal variability of
Arctic MPC at regional scale from space remote sensing. A focus on MPC properties15

in the area around the Svalbard archipelago (78◦ N, 15◦ E), which benefits from distinc-
tive meteorological conditions due to the proximity of North Atlantic Ocean compared
to the rest of Arctic, will also be performed. This will enable us to evaluate to which ex-
tent MPC in this region are representative of their counterparts over the whole Arctic.
In addition, this work will give an insight into the representativity of the numerous air-20

borne cloud measurements made in this region for several years (ASTAR, POLARCAT,
SORPIC among others).

This work is based on the radar-lidar spaceborne measurements synergy with Cloud-
Sat/CALIPSO observations. Cloud thermodynamic phase and distribution are deter-
mined from DARDAR retrieval products (Delanoë and Hogan, 2008, 2010 and recently25

Ceccaldi et al., 2013). Then properties over the Svalbard region are investigated and
compared to those at regional scale. Section 2 describes the DARDAR retrieval algo-
rithm and presents the dataset used and the method applied to detect MPC and deter-
mine cloud occurrences. In Sect. 3, total cloud occurrence determined from DARDAR
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products is first compared to previous works in order to validate the methodology. Then
in Sect. 4, focus is made on mixed-phase clouds variability at global scale and over
the region of Svalbard. In Sect. 5, global and local MPC properties are compared and
differences observed between the whole Arctic and the Svalbard region are discussed.

2 Data and method5

Cloud thermodynamic phase distributions over the Arctic region are studied using
CALIPSO and CloudSat measurements. Active remote sensing observations are ex-
pected to provide a detailed characterization of the cloud vertical structure in the Arctic.
Indeed, compared to passive instruments, active remote sensing is less disturbed by
the important Arctic ice cover throughout the year or the lack of sunlight during the10

polar night (Chan and Comiso, 2013; Liu et al., 2010; Wang and Key, 2005).

2.1 DARDAR retrieval algorithm

The present study is based on the operational DARDAR (for raDAR/liDAR) retrieval
products. DARDAR algorithm (Delanoë and Hogan, 2008, 2010) exploits the synergy
of CALIPSO and CloudSat observations to determine cloud thermodynamic phase15

(DARDAR-MASK product) and to retrieve ice cloud properties (DARDAR-CLOUD prod-
uct). These products are now widely used for the cloud studies (Delanoë et al., 2013;
Huang et al., 2012; Jouan et al., 2012, 2014). DARDAR-MASK algorithm uses collo-
cated Level 1B CALIPSO 532 nm lidar backscatter coefficient profiles, “2B-GEOPROF”
CLOUDSAT 94 GHz radar reflectivity as well as thermodynamic variables (pressure,20

temperature, humidity) from “ECMWF-AUX” products on a 60 m vertical and 1 km hori-
zontal resolution grid. The combination of both LIDAR and RADAR cloud masks is then
used to classify cloud hydrometeors phase. The main steps of the algorithm for cloud
thermodynamic phase retrieval are summarized in Fig. 1 and all DARDAR retrieval
classes are summarized in Table 1. This includes surface and clear sky detection (class25
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−1 and 0 respectively), cloudy pixels with ice only (class 1), mixing of ice and super-
cooled water (class 2), cloud warm liquid (class 3), supercooled liquid (class 4), rain
(class 5) as well as stratospheric features (class 8), and aerosols and insects detection
(class 6 and 7 respectively). In particular, a cloud layer is classified as supercooled
water if its lidar backscatter signal, β, is higher than 2.10−5 m−1 sr−1 and if it strongly5

(at least 10 times) and rapidly (in the next 480 m) attenuates the lidar signal. Note
that the lidar is very sensitive to small drops in high concentration and therefore the
backscattered signal, in presence of liquid drops, is very high and a strong attenuation
is expected below the backscattering peak. Moreover, to be classified as supercooled
water, a cloud layer needs to be located in the temperature range from 0 to −40 ◦C10

(temperature of homogenous nucleation) and to have a physical thickness (detected
by the lidar) thinner than 300 m. When supercooled water is detected, confident de-
tection of cloud features by radar (i.e. when CloudSat cloud mask values are greater
than 30) determines if ice is present or not in the same sample volume. All cloud fea-
tures with a temperature less than −40 ◦C are considered as ice. One can note that this15

retrieval technic only works when the lidar is operational.
A complete description of DARDAR algorithm is presented in Delanoë and

Hogan (2008, 2010) and reminded in Ceccaldi et al. (2013). Version 1 of DARDAR-
MASK (v.1.1.4), distributed by the French data center ICARE, is used in this study and
provides a categorization of pixels according to the classes summarized in Table 1.20

2.2 Dataset and methodology

First, it is necessary to precise the definition of mixed phase clouds used in the present
study. All DARDAR pixels classified as mixing of ice and supercooled water (class 2,
see Table 1) or all pixels classified as supercooled only (class 4, see Table 1) asso-
ciated with the presence of ice or ice and supercooled water mixing in the vicinity of25

the pixel are assumed to belong to the mixed phase class (or are considered as mixed
phase pixels). “Isolated” supercooled water pixels are not classified as mixed phase
clouds.
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The annual and seasonal variability of total cloud fraction and MPC is investigated
using CALIPSO/CloudSat continuous measurements from 2007 to 2010. In this study
the Arctic region is defined by all latitudes greater than 60◦ N (Liu et al., 2012) and the
Svalbard region is defined as the area between 0 and 30◦ E of longitude and 75 and
80◦ N of latitude.5

The Spatial frequency of occurrence and vertical distributions are determined for
both total cloud and MPC. The spatial distribution of clouds is studied for altitudes
spanning from 500 m up to 12 km, according to the study of Liu et al. (2012) as well
as for low-level altitude ranging between 500 m and 3 km (according to Zygmuntowska
et al., 2012). A minimum altitude of 500 m is chosen to avoid surface contamination10

in CloudSat data (Marchand et al., 2008) and also to prevent from false water detec-
tion (due to the lidar high backscattered signal from the ground) in DARDAR algo-
rithm. These instrument shortcomings will be discussed further in Sect. 5. The sea-
sonal occurrence is calculated taking into account March-April-May (MAM) for spring,
June-July-August (JJA) for summer, September-October-November (SON) for fall and15

December-January-February (DJF) for winter. The horizontal spatial resolution of cloud
occurrence is 5◦ in longitude and 2◦ in latitude and the vertical resolution is 60 m for the
profiles.

For each season (or month), cloud and MPC spatial occurrences (hereafter FCLOUD
and FMPC) in each box of 2◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude (∆lat,∆lon) are computed as fol-20

lowed:

FCLOUD(∆lat,∆lon) =

∑
i ,j
NCLOUD(i , j )

Nfootprints
(1)

FMPC(∆lat,∆lon) =

∑
i ,j
NMPC(i , j )∑

i, j
NCLOUD(i , j )

(2)
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where (i , j ) are the latitudes and longitudes of the CALIPSO/CLOUDSAT granules
falling into the 2◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude box (∆lat width by ∆lon length).

Nfootprints is the total number of footprints in the 2◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude box.
NCLOUD(i , j ) (and NMPC(i , j )) is the occurrence of clouds (and MPC) in the atmo-

spheric column at latitude i and longitude j , and is defined as follow:5

NCLOUD or MPC(i , j ) = 1 if
zmax∑
zmin

nCLOUD or MPC(i , j ,z) ≥ 3

= 0 if
zmax∑
zmin

nCLOUD or MPC(i , j ,z) < 3 (3)

where zmin and zmax are the altitude boundaries for occurrence calculation. zmin =
500 m and zmax = 12 km or 3 km depending on the altitude range taken into account10

(all-level or low-level domain respectively).
nCLOUD(i , j ,z) (and nMPC(i , j ,z)) refers to the detection of clouds (and MPC) at al-

titude z and coordinates (i , j ). It is equal to 1 if cloud (or MPC) is present, and 0 if
not.

So, the presence of cloud (and MPC) is detected in each atmospheric column if at15

least 3 pixels are classified as cloud (MPC) by DARDAR.
The vertical distribution of MPC occurrence (hereafter FMPC (z)) is computed at each

altitude level z according to the following equation:

FMPC(z) =

∑
i ,j
NMPC(i , j ,z)∑

i ,j
NCLOUD(i , j ,z)

(4)

20

where i and j are the latitudes and longitudes of the CALIPSO/CLOUDSAT granules
falling into the considered domain, i.e. the Svalbard region (75–80◦ N, 0–30◦ E) or the
whole Arctic region (area above 60◦ N).
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It should be also noted that the term “CLOUD” used in Eqs. (2) and (3) refers to
clouds at temperatures colder than 0 ◦C. Warm clouds (T > 0 ◦C) are not considered in
the determination of MPC occurrence.

3 Total cloud occurrence (FCLOUD)

Arctic total cloud occurrence (FCLOUD) and its annual variability have been already ex-5

tensively studied. Most of the previous studies are based on passive remote sens-
ing observations performed by instruments such as AVHRR, CERES, ISCCP, MODIS
(Frey et al., 2008; Key and Barry, 1989; Rossow and Garder, 1993; Wielicki et al.,
1996). However, the limitations of these observations in this region of the world are
now well-known. Comparing ground based observations with ISCCP and Nimbus-710

passive remote sensing spaceborne platforms, Schweiger and Key (1992) showed for
example that the satellite derived cloud fraction is generally smaller than the surface
observations by 5–35 %. More recently, Liu et al. (2010) highlighted that the low con-
trast between clouds and the underlying surface in nighttime conditions can lead to
an underestimation of the cloud amount from MODIS observations by 20 %, compared15

to CALIPSO-CloudSat. Chan and Comiso (2013) found that clouds not detected by
MODIS were mainly localized above 6 km and below 2 km.

Active remote sensing technique can overcome these limitations. Nowadays, several
ground based observations sites are well-equipped with such instrumentation (Barrow,
Eureka, NyAlesund, Summit). However these observations remain localized in space20

and measurement techniques could vary from one site to another. Thus, the inhomo-
geneity and the representativity of these Arctic ground-based observations could be an
issue.

Figure 2a shows the monthly total cloud occurrence FCLOUD over the Arctic region de-
rived from DARDAR along with an overview of the main past studies. FCLOUD obtained25

at the main observation sites and from main past experiments are reported (namely
Atqasuk, Barrow, Eureka, the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean experiment
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(SHEBA), summarized in Orbaek et al. (1999), Dong et al. (2010) and Shupe et al.
(2011) works, as well as the standard NASA CALIPSO-CloudSat products for 2007
and 2008 (Zygmuntowska et al., 2012). Figure 2b focuses on the Svalbard region and
reports the monthly FCLOUD determined from DARDAR products along with visual and
MPL ground based observations in Ny-Alesund and ISCCP measurements (Orbaek5

et al., 1999; Shupe et al., 2011).
The large differences observed in Fig. 2a between ground based and spaceborne

measurements could be partly explained by the ability of ground observatories to more
accurately detect low-level clouds (Blanchard et al., 2014). However, the variability
within ground based measurements remains significant due to the discrepancies of10

the measurement technics or the localization of the observatories. Furthermore, com-
paring the annual or seasonal variability over western Arctic regions (Fig. 2a) and over
the Svalbard region (Fig. 2b), no noticeable trend is observed: on Fig. 2b, Ny-Alesund
ground visual and MPL observations show a maximum occurrence in summer and
early autumn (∼ 70–80 %), while ISCCP observations indicate an opposite trend over15

the ocean on the west side of Svalbard. Moreover, in western Arctic (SHEBA experi-
ment and Eureka, Barrow and Atqasuk sites on Fig. 2a), cloud variability is significantly
different: maximum cloud occurrence values are observed in spring and mostly in au-
tumn, ranging from 80 to nearly 100 %.

These discrepancies highlight the need for global observations with a uniform mea-20

surement technique. This requirement is fulfilled with spaceborne observations, in
particular those provided by CloudSat and CALIPSO. Standard NASA retrieval prod-
ucts from CALIPSO-CloudSat in 2007 and 2008 (2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR products, Zyg-
muntowska et al., 2012) as well as DARDAR products are reported on Fig. 2a. Both
products show an annual variability with two maxima in spring and autumn. As ex-25

pected, NASA and DARDAR products are consistent, justifying the methodology based
on DARDAR products proposed for this study. Small differences in the two products
could result from the data processing methodology (differences linked to the geograph-
ical domain of the studied area and surface type taken into account, vertical resolution
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difference between NASA and DARDAR products). On Fig. 2b, annual variability of
cloud occurrence from active and passive space remote sensing observations (A-Train
and ISCCP) are not well consistent with Ny-Alesund ground based measurements.
Ground based observations show a maximum occurrence during summer (between
60 and 80 %), while spaceborne observations show a minimum in that season. How-5

ever, annual variability from DARDAR may be considered as consistent with that from
ISCCP over the same area i.e. over ocean on the west cost of Svalbard, even if ISCCP
observations seem to show a notable and expected underestimation.

Finally, when comparing FCLOUD over the whole Arctic and over the Svalbard region
from Fig. 2a and b, one can note that, apart from summer, Svalbard region presents10

all along the year a total cloud occurrence larger than the mean Arctic occurrence by
at least 5 %. Especially in winter and spring, cloud occurrence over Svalbard is larger
than the Arctic average by about 20 %.

4 Mixed phase clouds and single layer mixed phase clouds occurrence

4.1 Mixed phase clouds (FMPC)15

Among all clouds, it is well established that mixed phase clouds (MPC) commonly occur
in the Arctic (Curry et al., 1996; Shupe et al., 2006; Verlinde et al., 2007). In particu-
lar, low-level MPC are prevalent and exert a large influence on the surface radiation
budget, as shown in the study of Shupe and Intrieri (2004) based on ground based
measurements during the SHEBA experiment (Uttal et al., 2002). However, the inter20

annual spatial variability of Arctic MPC properties has been poorly quantified at a large
scale due to the lack of observations. An assessment of the annual variability of MPC
was performed during SHEBA, showing that mixed phase clouds and liquid-containing
clouds are prevalent over Barrow, Alaska. SHEBA experiment highlighted that liquid
containing clouds (i.e. including warm liquid cloud) occurrence over the Beaufort sea is25

at least 40 % (in winter) and reaches more than 90 % (in summer), according to Intrieri
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et al. (2002). Mixed phase cloud occurrence is between 20 and 50 %, according to
Curry et al. (1996), Shupe et al. (2006) or Verlinde et al. (2007).

The stereographic projection of the mean seasonal arctic FMPC is displayed in Fig. 3a,
together with timeseries of monthly FMPC (Fig. 3b). FMPC is determined for an altitude
domain between 500 m and 12 km. One can note that MPC are ubiquitous in all sea-5

sons almost anywhere in the Arctic region. They seem to be linked to the surface type
as larger occurrences are observed over ocean than over land, espacially in the Green-
land Sea and Barents Sea region. In particular from May to October, nearly 50 % of the
clouds over the whole arctic region are MPC, (top panel of Fig. 3b). In winter and early
spring, FMPC is close to 30 %. However, the spatial and temporal distribution of MPC is10

highly inhomogeneous. Larger occurrences up to 60 % are observed over the Green-
land Sea throughout the year and over the Canadian basin and the Chukchi Sea in fall.
Over the Svalbard region (Fig. 3b, bottom panel), FMPC is larger compared to the Arctic
average, and less contrasted, with values around 55 %, ranging between 45 and 60 %
all year long.15

Figure 4a presents the vertical profiles of the mean seasonal vertical distribution
(FMPC (z)), over the whole Arctic and over the Svalbard region. Figure 4b displays the
mean seasonal FMPC computed from Eqs. (1)–(3), according to the ground type (land
and sea surfaces) obtained from the land/water mask available in DARDAR product.
Note that sea surface includes both open water and sea ice. The grey zone on each20

profile in Fig. 4a represents the region below 500 m, where space remote sensing
data are considered not reliable because of the surface contamination. For altitude
below 3000 m, FMPC (z) sharply increases with decreasing altitude at the exception
of summer observations. During the transition seasons (spring and fall), the maximum
occurrence of MPC is reached between 500 m and 1500 m a.s.l. with values higher than25

15 and 20 % over the whole Arctic and over the Svalbard region respectively. Above
a typical altitude of 3000 m, the MPC frequencies decrease below 10 %. The main
result stemming from these figures is that MPC prevail mainly at low altitudes lower
than 3000 m both over the whole Arctic and over the Svalbard region. The largest
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occurrences are observed below this altitude level with values almost twice as large
as the one encountered above. FMPC (z) in both regions exhibit similar characteristics
despite a more pronounced low level cloud increase over the Svalbard region. However,
in summer, the vertical profile FMPC (z) is characterized by a higher cloud amount above
3000 m and less cloud below 3000 m.5

Figure 4b highlights that MPC are more present over sea than over land. This differ-
ence is rather small over the whole Arctic, but more pronounced in the Svalbard region
(except in summer where no difference is observed). In particular during winter and
spring, MPC are more present over ocean than over land by up to 20 %. This result is
consistent with the spatial variability displayed on Fig. 3a. Moreover, results for all-level10

altitude domain (500 m to 12 km, Fig. 4b top panel) and for low-level domain (500 m
to 3 km, Fig. 4b bottom panel) are very similar. Only the summer present significant
higher values for the all-level altitude domain.

Figure 5a and b display respectively the monthly low-level FMPC as well as the ratio
of low-level MPC over total MPC. Monthly low-level FMPC is clearly characterized by15

two peaks in spring and autumn, and a clear decrease in summer. Figures 3b and 5a
and b, highlight that MPC clouds are mostly confined at low altitudes, except in sum-
mer. Figure 5b shows that nearly 70 and 90 % of the MPC (over the Arctic region and
the Svalbard region respectively) are located below 3000 m. Summer season presents
a large decrease of this ratio, with values down to 30 % for the whole Arctic and 40 % for20

the Svalbard region. In summer, low level MPC are less frequent (30 %) which is con-
sistent with the vertical profiles displayed on Fig. 4a showing a significant occurrence
of MPC in the mid-level altitude domain (3000–6000 m). Finally, Fig. 5b highlights that
the fraction of low level MPC in the Svalbard region is systematically higher than the
Arctic average (10 to 20 % more, mainly in winter and spring).25

4.2 Single layer mixed phase clouds (FMPC-IB)

Finally, we determine the occurrence of a specific type of Arctic MPC: single layer mixed
phase clouds characterized by supercooled liquid at the top and ice below, precipitating
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down to the surface. This type of cloud will be noted thereafter MPC-IB (for Mixed-
Phase Cloud with Ice Below). In DARDAR products, pixels identified as mixed-phase
and presenting at least 3 ice pixels below them are classified as MPC-IB type. Clouds
characterized by ice pixels above a liquid layer (i.e. corresponding to an embedded
mixed-phase) are rejected.5

First, we estimate the proportion of MPC-IB among MPC. Figure 6 displays the ratio
of MPC-IB over MPC for the low-altitude domain (500 m–3 km), both for the whole Arctic
and the Svalbard region. The variability of this ratio is rather small throughout the year.
The proportion of MPC-IB among MPC varies between 55 and 70 % over the whole
Arctic and between 65 and 80 % over the Svalbard region.10

As it was made for MPC, the main characteristics of the MPC-IB occurrences are also
studied. They are displayed on Figs. 7 and 8 in a similar matter as Figs. 4 and 5. From
these figures, it is noteworthy that vertical distribution and seasonal variability of MPC-
IB clouds are very similar to those of MPC, with values generally smaller by around
10–15 % compared to MPC. Indeed, except in summer, MPC-IB are mainly present at15

low-level altitudes (Fig. 7a), both for the whole Arctic and the Svalbard region. MPC-IB
are preferentially located over ocean (Fig. 7b). This trend is observed both over the
whole Arctic and the Svalbard region. However, this feature is very pronounced during
spring in the Svalbard region where the MPC-IB occurrence over the sea is almost two
times higher than over land, as well as during autumn for the whole Arctic.20

The annual variability displayed on Fig. 8a shows that MPC-IB are mainly present in
spring and fall on the whole Arctic (with respectively occurrences around 25 and 30 %).
The Svalbard area presents larger FMPC-IB than the whole Arctic by around 5–10 %.
At last, the ratio of low-level MPC-IB over total MPC-IB, displayed in Fig. 8b, highlights
that low-level MPC-IB represent up to 60 and 80 % of the MPC-IB, over the whole Arctic25

and over the Svalbard region respectively. Only the summer season is characterized
by a strong decrease of this ratio, when their presence in upper levels is significant, as
it was the case for MPC (Fig. 5b).
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At global and regional scales, MPC-IB characteristics over the Arctic region and over
the Svalbard region are thus very similar to those of MPC: they are ubiquitous all along
the year, more present over ocean than land, and more present in the Svalbard region,
particularly in spring.

5 Discussion5

5.1 Uncertainties in the climatology

In the previous section, a climatology of the MPC occurrence based on
CALIPSO/CLOUDSAT observations is performed. However we first have to keep in
mind that space remote sensing measurements and retrieval products suffer from some
uncertainties, due to the measurement technique and the retrieval method. We propose10

to look at them in the first part of this discussion and estimate how they could impact
the results of the present study.

First, space remote sensing presents inherent and well-known shortcomings near
the ground. For example, CloudSat radar ground echoes lead to an overestimation of
low-level cloud amount (Marchand et al., 2008) if the radar clutter is not properly re-15

moved. On the other hand, the probability of total or partial attenuation of lidar laser
beam by upper cloud layer increases when approaching ground level and could in-
duce an underestimation of the cloud amount assessed by the lidar. The difficulty for
DARDAR algorithm to distinguish ground lidar attenuated backscattering signal from
an overlaying liquid layer is another shortcoming in the retrieval method, which can20

lead to a cloud misclassification. The final impact (overestimation or underestimation)
of these different issues on low-level cloud occurrence remains uncertain.

To minimize these uncertainties, a minimum altitude threshold of 500 is chosen in the
present study to compute cloud occurrence. (We recall here that the original CloudSat
vertical resolution is 240 m, so this threshold corresponds to two CloudSat pixels.) Data25

below this altitude threshold present a non-realistic and very large variability, as shown
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on vertical profiles in Fig. 4a. Moreover, ground contamination could also affect Cloud-
sat cloud detection measurements above an altitude of 500 m. For example, Kay and
Gettelman (2009) used a detection altitude limit of 720 m to prevent false detection.
On the other hand, Huang et al. (2012) showed that DARDAR data between 700 and
1000 m were reliable for cloud occurrence determination. In the present study, a short5

sensitivity test is made by computing cloud occurrences with a threshold of 1000 m in
order to check differences with occurrence with a 500 m altitude threshold. When con-
sidering a 1000 m threshold, the occurrence results are smaller than those obtained
with a 500 m threshold. Differences lie between 4 and 18 % depending on the cloud
type and the altitude domain considered, as presented in Fig. 9. These results are10

consistent with similar tests made on CALISPO/CloudSat standard NASA products
by Zygmuntowska et al. (2012) showing that FCLOUD derived with a 1000 m minimum
altitude threshold is smaller than the FCLOUD derived with a 500 m minimum altitude
threshold by up to 26 %. However, while it is well established that cloud amount below
500 m is inaccurate due to ground echoes contamination, it can be reasonable to think15

that such ground echoes have less influence in the 500 to 1000 m altitude range. In this
altitude domain, cloud detection is probably predominant compared to false detection
due to ground echoes. For this reason, and reminding that the goal of this work is the
study of clouds and MPC in particular at low altitudes, we keep a minimum altitude
threshold of 500 m.20

One more ambiguity concerning MPC, and in particular MPC-IB, is the ability of the
remote sensing to detect several liquid layers. Indeed, the lidar suffers from a strong
attenuation when liquid is present and therefore it is very difficult to detect more than
one supercooled liquid layer. Therefore, the detection of multi-layer MPC from remote
sensing may be hampered, inducing an inaccurate classification of multi-layer MPC in25

MPC-IB, and thus a possible overestimation of the occurrence of MPC-IB.
An additional shortcoming concerns the DARDAR retrieval algorithm. DARDAR de-

tects supercooled liquid (and warm liquid) layers from a strong lidar backscatter signal
(see Fig. 1). But some additional pixels with a strong backscatter signal located above
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and below the liquid layer can also be misclassified as liquid. So, these additional su-
percooled pixels may lead to an overestimation of supercooled liquid water occurrence
and supercooled liquid layers thickness. The present study uses version 1 of DAR-
DAR products, but a second version has been developed since this work, including
upgraded processing method (Ceccaldi et al., 2013) and will be distributed in the fu-5

ture by ICARE. In particular, this new version removes these additional pixels which
are included by the version 1 of DARDAR algorithm. The detailed study by Ceccaldi
et al. (2013) showed that globally ice fraction increases by a factor of about 15 % in
version 2, associated to a decrease of supercooled water fraction (up to 25 %), com-
pared to version 1. Therefore, version 1 may overestimate supercooled liquid layers10

thickness, and thus the occurrence of mixed phase clouds too. In order to quantify
how these differences can affect the results of the present study, comparisons are
performed between the two products versions over one month of data (April 2007).
Figure 10a shows differences between the two versions in terms of FCLOUD, FMPC and
FMPC-IB for the low-level and the all-level altitude domains. Differences are between 315

and 15 % for the whole Arctic, and between −2 and 8 % on the Svalbard region. Fi-
nally, Fig. 10b presents the mean vertical profiles extracted from both data versions.
The trends are similar but V2 present smaller values for clouds and MPC by about 5 %.
Only ice phase is larger with V2, by around 5–10 %. One can also note that on Fig. 10b
FMPC with V2 presents an anomalous large peak below 500 m. The reason is that in20

V2, FCLOUD is very small below 500 m, compared to V1, because of a larger proportion
of pixels identified as “unknown”, or “multiple scattering due to supercooled water”.

At last, as shown in Fig. 1, supercooled and mixed phase pixel detection from DAR-
DAR algorithm is dependent on the a priori threshold considered for variables such
as temperature or layer thickness. In particular, temperature is determined based on25

ECMWF reanalysis, and its accuracy may be a source of error in supercooled liquid re-
trieval algorithm. However, the ECMWF temperature uncertainty is estimated to 0.6 K
(Benedetti, 2005) which is considered as acceptable by Delanoë and Hogan (2010).
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In this study, the Arctic region is considered northward 60◦ N as it is made in several
previous studies (Cesana et al., 2012; Chernokulsky and Mokhov, 2012; Liu et al.,
2012 among others). However, no real definition of Arctic region is truly established,
and some authors used a different limit, such as 65◦ N (Kay and Gettelman, 2009;
Nygård et al., 2014), 68◦ N (Zygmuntowska et al., 2012) or 70◦ N (de Boer et al., 2012).5

These latitude boundaries were tested (not shown here) and differences observed on
clouds and MPC occurrences are not significant since they vary only by a few % (by
less than 5 % between 60 and 70◦ N limits).

5.2 Total cloud and MPC variability

Keeping in mind these main uncertainties and precisions, we show that on the Arc-10

tic global scale, total cloud occurrence computed from DARDAR products is, as ex-
pected, consistent with NASA standard products. Concerning the Svalbard region, to-
tal cloud occurrence exhibits larger values (up to 20 % larger) than the Arctic average,
all along the year, especially in winter and spring. The investigation of MPC occurrence
highlights that total MPC are ubiquitous throughout the year in the Arctic and more15

specifically over the Svalbard region. Annual variability shows a large presence of MPC
from May to October over the whole Arctic (50 %), associated with a minimum in win-
ter (30 %), while MPC are rather constant throughout the year over Svalbard (around
50 %). Moreover, MPC and typical MPC made by supercooled liquid at cloud top and
ice below (MPC-IB) prevail at low altitudes (< 3000 m). MPC and MPC-IB occurrence20

in this altitude domain represent up to 90 and 80 % of the total amount of MPC and
MPC-IB, respectively. Their annual variability is characterized by two maxima in spring
and autumn. During spring, MPC and MPC-IB are located mainly over the Greenland,
Barents and Norwegian seas. In autumn, large occurrences are observed in the west-
ern Arctic, over the Chucki and the Canadian seas. The influence of the ground type is25

also investigated. Results show clearly that MPC and MPC-IB are more frequent over
ocean than over land, particularly in winter and spring over the Svalbard region and
during autumn over the whole Arctic and western regions.
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Finally, we show that the spatial and vertical variability of MPC-IB is very similar
to the one found for MPC. MPC-IB represent between 55 and 70 % of MPC over the
whole Artic and between 65 and 80 % over the Svalbard region. However, MPC-IB
statistics must be used with caution as the measurement uncertainties linked to the
discrimination of multilayer MPC from single-layer MPC based on CALIPSO-CloudSat5

observations remains difficult to assess. Moreover, only few previous studies tried to
quantify the multilayer cloud occurrence. For example, Verlinde et al. (2013) and Intrieri
et al. (2002) show that multi-layers clouds may be as frequent as single-layer clouds.
Our results show that single layer MPC are slightly more frequent than multilayer MPC
(with a ratio varying between 55 and 80 % to the benefit of MPC-IB).10

The present study allows for a quantification of the spatial and vertical occurrence of
Arctic MPC at regional scale. Results highlight that Arctic, and particularly the Svalbard
area, is a very favorable region for the formation and evolution of MPC and MPC-IB.
However, all processes controlling MPC life cycle remain difficult to understand. Indeed,
these processes are numerous and occur at different spatial and temporal scales, lead-15

ing to complex interactions between them (Morrison et al., 2012). Furthermore, Arctic
region benefits from peculiar meteorological conditions (Orbaek et al., 1999) and large-
scale atmospheric circulation patterns.

The larger MPC and MPC-IB occurrences observed over the Svalbard compared
to the averaged Arctic may be linked to the contribution of the humid air and warmer20

water transported from the North-Atlantic Ocean. This specific synoptic regime brings
to the Svalbard region (and region of Greenland sea) more moisture compared to the
rest of the Arctic (Serreze and Barry, 2005). Thus the cloud formation and their de-
velopment can be amplified, since the moisture amount brought from North Atlantic
is a source for initiation of liquid droplets and thus participates to the maintaining of25

equilibrium between ice and supercooled water. This leads to a larger occurrence of
mixed phase in this region. Moreover, winter and transition seasons are known for their
frequent stable atmospheric conditions (Orbaek et al., 1999). These conditions, asso-
ciated with temperature and eventually with humidity inversions at cloud top frequently
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occurring in these seasons (Nygård et al., 2014; Sedlar et al., 2012), can contribute to
the persistence of Arctic clouds and MPC at low altitudes by preventing formation of
mixed phase at higher altitude levels. So, it is likely that boundary layer clouds presence
is enhanced during these periods. Summer and fall seasons exhibit large occurrence
values for MPC in western Arctic (Chucki and Canadian seas, Fig. 3a). During these5

seasons, the large open water allows to a part of warm water to be transported across
the Arctic, resulting in warm and moist air advected in the western Arctic. Open water
facilitates the vertical transfer of moisture, responsible of more clouds formation than
over sea ice, which could explain the prevalence of MPC during this period in western
Arctic.10

So, this study highlights that sea ice melting and large-scale circulation can have an
important impact on MPC annual variability in Arctic, by preventing warm water and
moisture advection to the whole Arctic during winter and early spring, and promoting
it the rest of the year (which is consistent with Kay and Gettelman, 2009; Palm et al.,
2010).The decrease of low-level clouds and MPC in summer could be explained by an15

increase in air temperature coupled with less stable atmospheric conditions than during
the rest of the year, promoting the formation of MPC at higher altitudes (as shown on
vertical profiles in Figs. 4a and 6a).

Finally, it is obvious that numerous other regional and local processes are involved
in the MPC life cycle and exert an influence on their spatial and temporal variability.20

Further studies are needed to investigate these different processes and establish a link
between them. For example, many efforts are currently focused on the study of local
sources or long-range transported aerosols in the Arctic region and their role acting
as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) or ice nuclei (IN). Such works, as those made
by Avramov et al. (2011), Jackson et al. (2012) or Tjernström et al. (2014), will allow25

to better understand the liquid and ice phase formation within Arctic MPC. Otherwise,
Orellana et al. (2011) and Tjernström et al. (2014) recent works highlight that sea ice
melting during summer produces biogenic aerosol particles which could potentially act
as CCN or IN for cloud and MPC formation. The influence of the surface, the turbulence
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and dynamics effects at small and large temporal and spatial scales on MPC occur-
rence needs also to be assessed. The most difficult task remains to couple all these
processes and quantify their respective importance in Arctic MPC evolution.

6 Conclusions and outlook

This work presents a study of clouds and mixed phase clouds occurrence over the5

Arctic region with a focus on the Svalbard region. The methodology used is based
on satellite active remote sensing measurements. The CALIPSO/CLOUDSAT obser-
vations are processed with the DARDAR retrieval algorithm to perform a cloud thermo-
dynamic phase classification.

The study presents first a comparison of the various previous works investigating10

cloud occurrence in the Arctic from active remote sensing. Results from the main
ground observatories are showed highlighting large differences in cloud variability from
one observation site to another or from one instrumentation to another. This result
leads to the conclusion that clouds climatologies made from ground site observato-
ries are not completely representative of the whole Arctic. Their generalization to the15

regional scale has to be done with care. It is thus essential to use in addition a uni-
form observation technic to measure clouds over the whole Arctic, such as satellite
observations.

Results from CALIPSO/CLOUDSAT observations show that clouds are ubiquitous in
the Arctic throughout the year, with occurrence between 50 and nearly 100 %, depend-20

ing on the season and the location. Moreover, clouds are more frequent in the Svalbard
region than in the mean Arctic by around 5–10 %.

Then, mixed phase clouds (MPC) have been studied. The main results show that
MPC occurrence over the whole Arctic is 30 % in winter and around 50 % the rest
of the year. Over the Svalbard region, MPC occurrence is larger and more constant25

all along the year, with values around 55 %. Spatial and vertical MPC variability have
been studied, as well as the influence of surface type on the MPC occurrence. MPC are
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mainly present at low-altitudes since between 70 and 90 % of MPC are located below
3 km (both for the whole Arctic and the Svalbard region), especially in winter, spring and
autumn. Summer presents a significant MPC occurrence at mid-level altitude domain
(3–6 km). Low-level MPC annual variability presents a maximum of 45 % in spring and
autumn for the whole Arctic. Over the Svalbard region, MPC occurrence is larger than5

the rest of the Arctic and rather constant throughout the year (55 %). Moreover, MPC
are more frequently encountered over sea than over land, and this difference is more
contrasted over the Svalbard.

Finally, we investigate the particular Arctic MPC consisting of a supercooled liquid top
and ice in the lower part of the cloud (MPC-IB). This type of clouds represent between10

55 and 70 % of the MPC over the whole Arctic and between 65 and 80 % of the MPC
over the Svalbard region. Spatial, seasonal and vertical variability of this cloud type are
studied and present strong similarities with MPC.

Differences between MPC seasonality over the Svalbard region and over the whole
Arctic region are partially explained by the particular atmospheric conditions and the15

proximity of the North Atlantic Ocean encountered around the Svalbard. But strong
similarities are also observed between MPC over the Arctic region and their counter-
parts in the rest of the Arctic. First, MPC have the same vertical distribution over the
Svalbard region as over the whole Arctic, with prevalence of low-level clouds. Also, it is
highlighted that MPC preferentially occur over ocean, both for the Svalbard region and20

the whole Arctic. At last, the large MPC amount observed in spring over Svalbard due
to proximity of warm air and water from the North Atlantic Ocean seems to reproduce
later in summer and fall in western Arctic when heat and moisture are the most present
due to sea ice melting at that time.

MPC presence in the Arctic and their variability depend of the regional scale char-25

acteristics such as the oceanic circulation, and of more local conditions such as the
proportion of open water/sea ice which exhibit a seasonal variability.

These results are based on satellite lidar and radar observations, and these instru-
ments present some well-known shortcomings which may have a significant impact on
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the present study. A part of this work focuses on these uncertainties. We investigate
in particular the influence of the minimum altitude limit to take into account in order to
avoid ground clutter contamination, showing that differences between a 500 m altitude
threshold and 1000 m altitude threshold lie between 7 and 17 % depending on the cloud
type and location. Active remote sensing must also be used with care when trying to5

discriminate multi-layer clouds from single-layer cloud due to the strong attenuation of
lidar by supercooled liquid droplets, and thus its reduced capability to detect several
superimposed supercooled liquid layers.

Since MPC over the Svalbard region and the rest of Arctic exhibit relatively simi-
lar occurrence properties, in-situ measurements performed over the Svalbard can be10

adequate to study Arctic MPC.
As an example, in situ airborne measurements performed during ASTAR 2007 cam-

paign, in spring, over the Svalbard region, provided data from several boundary layer
mixed phase clouds, with typical MPC-IB structure (Gayet et al., 2009). Several ascents
and descents in all of these clouds have been performed between clouds top and the15

sea level. Despite the small amount of data collected and the fact that they are very
localized in time and space, these in situ measurements can be considered as a well
representative dataset for studying MPC at small scale.

Thereby, such in situ dataset will provide a more thorough characterization of MPC
properties at small scale, and so by extension to typical MPC occurring in the Arc-20

tic. Such a study will provide in particular the quantification of ice and liquid particles
microphysical and optical properties, vertical profiles of water droplets and ice crys-
tals microphysical properties, giving an insight of microphysical processes responsible
of particles growth within MPC. Accurate profiles of relevant clouds parameters (for
example asymmetry parameter, optical depth, ice/liquid water mass fraction, ice crys-25

tals morphology, size and concentration, among others) may also be provided to con-
tribute to the improvement of cloud representation in global and mesoscale models and
to improve airborne and spatial remote sensing retrieval algorithms such as those of
CALIPSO/CloudSat or in the near future EarthCare.
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Finally, it would be of great interest to associate the present work with further studies
at various scales, especially at small scale. The synergy of in situ and remote sensing
observations will allow the study of MPC at multi-scale and it will particularly help to
resolve some actual unanswered questions concerning the definition of mixed phase
according to the scale of observation. Such a multi-scale approach will thus improve the5

parameterization of MPC in remote sensing retrieval algorithm and their representation
in model at different resolutions.
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Table 1. DARDAR classes used in V1 version.

Class number Definition

−9 Unknown
−1 Surface and subsurface

0 Clear sky
1 Ice only
2 Ice + supercooled water
3 Warm liquid
4 Supercooled water only
5 Rain or drizzle
6 Aerosols
7 Possibly insects
8 Stratospheric features
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Figure 1. Representation of the DARDAR algorithm retrieval steps for cloud thermodynamic
phase.
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Figure 2. Monthly total cloud occurrence in Arctic from ground and spaceborne remote sensing
observations: (a) over the whole Arctic region and western Arctic ground based sites; (b) over
the Svalbard region.
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Figure 3. (a) Stereographic projection of seasonal MPC occurrence and (b) monthly MPC
occurrence over the whole Arctic (top panel) and over the Svalbard region (bottom panel).
Occurrences are computed taking into account 500 to 12 000 m altitude range.
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Figure 4. (a) Mean seasonal vertical profiles of MPC occurrence over the Arctic region (left
panel) and over the Svalbard region (right panel); (b) mean seasonal MPC occurrence accord-
ing to the surface type for all-level (500 m–12 km, top panel) and low-level (500 m–3 km, bottom
panel) altitude domains.
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Figure 5. (a) Monthly low-level MPC occurrence and (b) ratio of low-level MPC over total MPC
over the Arctic region (top panels) and over the Svalbard region (bottom panels).
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Figure 6. Monthly-averaged ratio of low-level MPC-IB over total MPC-IB over the Arctic region
(top) and the Svalbard region (bottom).
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 4 but for MPC-IB clouds.
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 5 but for MPC-IB clouds.
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Figure 9. Absolute differences in % of occurrence between occurrences using a 1000 m altitude
threshold and using a 500 m altitude threshold for total cloud, MPC and MPC-IB and for: (a)
all-level and (b) low-level altitude domains.
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Figure 10. (a) Absolute differences in % of occurrence between occurrences computed from
V1 and V2 DARDAR products for total cloud, MPC and MPC-IB and (b) mean vertical profiles of
clouds, MPC, MPC-IB and ice clouds from V1 (blue lines) and V2 (red lines) DARDAR products
for April 2007 over Svalbard. Filled areas represent standard deviation.
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